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This is the second of two papers demonstrating how formally intuitionistic and 
inGnita.ry logic, and sheaf representations can be used to investigate properties of 
(commutative, von Neumann) regular rings (with unity). we generalize to 
regular f-rings a number of theorems all motivated by the h conjecture; i.e., 
that each positive definite rational function over Q is of squared rational 
functions over &p. In [9] we gave a new proof of the ert Nullstellensatz for 
ginally proved in [14]) which used the idea of a polynomial ring 
for each element r of a regular ing R, of an element r’ such that 
A’- - r (the quasi-inverse of r) makes the class ol: regular rings the most field-like 
of all classes of rings. Consequently, it has frequently been a candidate for the 
generalization of many algebraic and model theoretic properties of fields (see, for 
example, [IO], [ 141, [4], [6], [7], [l], [3], [2]). We believe that to fully appreciate 
regular rings, we must view them as fields in the appropriate toposes. Field-like 
theorems and properties of regular rings are then translations of theorems or 
properties of fields valid in some topos (that being the topos of sheaves in which 
the regular ing can be represented) to the global sections. Wi 
validity, using formally intuitionistic logic, of a number of 
theory of positive definite functions over ordered fiel 
for which an intuitionistic p of was found appear in 
y intuitionistic validity of theorems b 
23 implies for regular f-rings. 
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W.A. 
A problem which arises when attempting to generalize a theorem about 
omiaks over regular rings is finding 
e to objects or cons ns from the original the0 
ideal, or to the field of rational 
sections of the object or construction from 
of interest is internally valid, i.e., valid by sheaf 
of the Artin-Schreier theorem to regular f-ri , van den 
the right generalization to the field of ratio functions 
over a field and hence his Theorem 4.8 is weaker than it should be. It turns out 
eralization is the re closure of R[x] whit we show in Section 
real regular hull of Z?[x]. Once this is 
much more work to prove that there is a sum of 
finite functions belonging to the real regular 
, if R is a regular f-ring (see Corollary 4.6). 
2 1. Represeratdms of rings 
rce [13] showed that every ring can be represented as the global sections of a 
of indecomposable rings over a compact, Hausdorff, totally disconnected, 
that is &x&xuz, space. Briefly, the con&u&on is as follows. For each ring R, let 
B(R) denote the Boolean aIgzbra of idempotents of R and let X(R) denote the 
Stone space of R. The space X(R) is Boolean; the sets Ce = {p E X(R) 1 e $ p}, 
t e, form its neighbourhood basis. For each p E X( 
use the same symbol r for an element of R and for the global 
section of R corres it; then rP (equivalently, r(p)) is the image of r 
), if p E C,, eP = 1 (the unit of 
section s: U-, R, we w&e su 
orphism g : R-, R’, such that 
a ringed space homomorphism (G, 8) where 
al manner, the adjoint 
is a sheaf morphis 
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pair p+ ip* : Sets = Sh({p)j 
at Pb 
22 Logic, structures and interpretation in Sh(X) 
r any language L, infinitary logic based on L, L, is formed by using, as 
additional symbols: (1) a countable number of free and bound variables of each 
sort; (2) the symbols =, v (inGnitary disjunction), A (inkritary conjunction), 1 
(negation), *, 3, and . Terms and atomic formulas of L, are defined as usual 
and the formulas of L,, are as usual with the condition that they contain finitely 
many free variables. All formulas considered here contain conjunctions restricted 
to a finite number of formulas. The reader unfamiliar with t notions of 
L-structures in categories with finite left limits may refer to [ll]. recall that 
left exact morphisms preserve L-stru 
Let M be an L-structure in Sh(X). -formulas, subject o the restriction 
mentioned above, have interpretations in ese interpretations may be found 
in [ll]. Here we need to consider only the truth values of L,-sentences: the well 
known sheaf semantics which may be found in [S]. We use the notation [@I, to 
denote the open of X corresponding to the truth value of the sentence 9 in M. 
We say 0 is valid in M iff [O], = X. If T is an L,-theory, we say M k a model of 
T and write M k T iff every sentence 6 of T is valid in M. Usually we abuse 
notation by quantifmg over the interpretation of the sort rather than the sort itself 
and writing [O] rather than [O],. Also we write R k T rather than M k T when the 
formulas of T have constants or variables of sort S and M(S) = R. 
The intuitionistic propositional tautologies, quantification rules and rules of 
equality for first-order infinitary intuitionistic logic are valid using this interpreta- 
tion. Validity is preserved by the rules of inference. Soundness holds for Mnitary 
intuitionistic logic; consequently if T is an L--theory and 8 is an L,-sentence 
deducible from T by the rules of infinitary intuitionistic logic, then for any 
L-structure M, if M is a model of T and 8 is interpretable in M, then M b 8. 
2 3. Special features of Boolean spaces 
The following property is one of the most useful properties of Boolean spaces: 
. The Fmtition Property. Let X be a oolean space 2nd { Ui ! i E I} 
a covering of X by open sets. men there exists a finite &joint set of clopen 
subsets P l l l 9 Cm) such that for each i =G m tkre is an i E 2 such that 
cjc Q er, &I Cj z ,X. 
With this propeay many results which are valid using sheaf semantics translate 
icely to the global sections. Tk following lemma is a rototype of sever 
sentences we sha e language use 
W.A. 
rings, formed by adding the 
nted with the constant B. 
binary relation > to the language 
Denote this I 
of 
be an L&l%iam? in s 
(3 
t&s)0 
a03 
polyiik f(x) E (ZlQ[x], 
pEX, ao(p)+al(p)x+--I- 
covet of X indexed in such a manner that 
)itsl of Ui such that there exist sections 
=o[cLfj->OvO~~]= &and &a$=buM. From 
for p E U# there is s, 0 s s s i, such that a;(p) # 0. 
n guaranteed by the partition property. For each k 
i SUCK that Ck G Ui(At)jfkk Define global sectiotls &,j~~, by the 
for each peC k# i(k)&P) = &f&)&P) id fur each P $ 2 
(&PI = O- since UZI &(&) j(k) = X, we know tkt for each p E X there is 
some e(k)j[k) such that G(k) j(A)(p) # 0. bt n = max{i(l), . . . , i(m)}. For each 
i(k) C n define global SCtiOils i@$tr, = l l l = b:k) j(k) = 0. Let ek be the idem- 
nt aszxxiated to Ck. Finaliy define global sections a,, 0~ t G n by (II = 
e&l)j(l) + e26$21i~~~ + l l l + e,ri~~~,j~,,,,. The required polynomial is <hen f$) = 
~+a,x+--+a&“. Cl 
shown that sheaves ovzc Boolean spaces which have at least one 
are generated by glob&s [7]. Consequently, if X is a Boo1 
if E is a language with one constant symbol B, and 
in Sh(X) such that 8, then pdr t5 R 0(r)] = int(Q,H {9(r)]) 
reover, to define a sheaf map it is enough to 
a map on the global 
Coherent theories 
t a coherent fomuh2 is one txilt up from atomic formulas of L,, 
[ 11]), a coherent sequent is a 
ere S(s) and 9(s) are coherent formulas or 
a coherent theory is a theory wnsisting of coherent 
ntuitionistic validity of the theorems in [S] all depended on 
generalizations of these theorems to regular f-rings 
x-ties of coherent formulas by 
terpretation of 
s the adjoiat pair i 
spaces, then g’, 
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preserues coherent formulas; i.e., for an L-structure in Sh(X) and coherent 
formula 
conclude that for a cohe 
onto, it is easy to show 
coherent sequent is v en G is onto and X and X’ 
are Boolean, then 
generated by the se 
We now C&e the coherent theoriei which we shall use. 
. Let LO be the two-sorted language of a partially ordered ring 
order embedded in a second partially ordered ring (comprised of the obvious 
sorts, operation and relation symbols as well as unary operation symbol 
iSI+ $). Letting TR denote the (equational) theory of rings, we define the 
following theories: 
(1) TF: theory of fields 
T 
TF= (0:: I)$& 
vSES{f*(S=OV3tES(St=1))}. 
(2) TRF: theory of formally real fields 
(3) TO: theory of ordered Zelds 
To = 
vs,tES{(S~Ohf~O)=S(S+t~OASt~0)), 
ES{~I$(S>OvO>SVS=o)}, 
vsES{(S~OhO~S)~~}. 
(4) T,: theory of real closed fields 
9 
Tm= ES{~$?3fES(S=t2V-S=fq}, 
1, l l 9 9 bI+1 E S{t33fES(f~+1+S~f2n+~**+S~+*=o)}* 
(5) TOE: theory of an ordered ring embedding 
, f tz S, (7 3 (i(s + f) = i(s) + i(f) A i(sf) = i(s)i 
‘POE = , f E Sl {i(s) = i(f)+ = f}, 
E Sl {s >O*i(s) >O}. 
e notation as in efinition 2.2, we make anot 
WA. 
shall mean the theory of an ordered field o 
r this theory, the axioms 
&, the axioms TOE are 
. . ..t~_*Es~(s~+tg)sn-~+*~-+tn_~=O) 
I 
-stmctw~ in Sh(X) and their global sections 
tforward to prove is that for any regular ring R, 
R is an L-stmture in Sh h that I? != &. The converse also holds. 
interest hex are the f-rings, those regular rings with a certain 
e usual way to present this definition is via the theory of 
A preotaer on a ring R IS a subset of R such that 
gives rise to a partial order 2 where r 2s iff P -s E 0’. If we 
inary relation symbol 2 and ca!! this language Lb we can 
of U&Z& ordered jiel& denoted by TTo. This theory can be 
g coherent axioms: 
T TO= 
T FT 
E57{S30V-SB0}, 
? tES((S~Ont~O)~(s+t~OAs~~0)}, 
ES {~~s2~O}, 
ES((S2Oh -s3o)+s=o), 
ES {s=o~(s~Oh -saO)}. 
f-ring is an ordered ring (i.e., a ring with a binary relation 2 
e last four conditions of TTo) s ch that the resulting partial order has 
eets and, furthermore: c > 0 then (ac A bc) = (a A b)c. 
reg r f -ring is an f-ring which is regular. 
regular f-rings is ue to the ~o~~owi~g fact: 
rdered ring. Then R is regular-f iff I? is an &-structure 
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Classically, the theory of ordered fields is written using the axioms To 
icg the partial order > which results from the partition of a field into three 
disjoint subsets (one of which is the zero element) satisfying certain properties. 
Given such, the field can be preortieled so that the resulting partial order .S 
satisfies TTo. The argument works in reverse, starting with a field which is 
preordered. In short, one may say that classically, a field is orderable (
it is totally qrderable (with a). The same kind of thing is true for 
f R is regular-f, then we can define a binary relation on a by defining one on ti 
(since globals generate). For this we need to define a map > : R x R -+ {Opens of 
X}. Let >(a, b) or more naturally, Q > 6, be the set {p E X 1 a(p) >P b(p)}, 
where >P denotes the order on RP. Since R,, is a field this set is equal to 
{p E X 1 a(p) aP b(p) and a(p) #b(p)). A small argument using the fact that X is 
Boolean shows this set is open. We make this aside because conventionally, > is 
used when discussing the theory of ordered fields and 3 is used when discussing 
the theory of regular f-rings. The important thing to remember is that if R is 
regular-f and a, b E R, then Q 2 b iff [a > b v a = b]R = X(R) and [a > b]R = X(R) 
B a 2 b and (a - 6) is invertible. 
2.7. A regular f-ring R is called read closed iff every r > 0 in R is a 
square and every manic polynomial of odd degree over R has root in R. 
A re, ular f-ring R ’ is ca!led a reuzf closure of R iff R is embedded 
in R’, R’ is real closed and every r E R’ is the zero of a manic polynomial over R. 
If, in addition, B(R) = B(R’), then R’ is zn invariant real closure of R. 
Let R and R’ be regular f-rings. Then R’ is an order extension of 
R or R is ordir embedded in R’ iff there is a ring morphism i : R + R’ such that 
for all r; s E R, r 2 s implies i(r) 2 i(s). 
. All regular f-embeddings in the sense of [4] are order embeddings. 
A regular ring R is called formally real iff for every sequence 
aI,. . . j n,ER,‘C:=,af=Oimpliesa,=a,=*===a.=O. 
. (1) R is a real closed regular f-ring iff R is an LO-structure in Sh(X) such 
that R k TO,. 
(2) i : R+ R’ is an order embedding of regular f-rings such that R’ is an 
idempotent invariant real closure of R iff R - --, I?’ is an LO-structure in Sh(X) such 
that R --, R’ I= l’&jj. 
We must find among regular f-rings the right analogue to K(x), the field of 
rational functions in s-indeterminates x = x2, . . . , x, over t rational 
W. A. Ma&ad 
n is, up to equivalence, a pair of polynomials with the condition that the 
one is non-zero. In the intuitionistic versions of the theorems about 
red fields in [$I, a shing (of field elements) was used to represent a 
and a pair of strings with the condition that some element of the 
g was non-zero was used to represent a rational function. show 
ar ring R, the right analogue to K(x) is the regular closure 
serves partly to understand the structure of the 
rtly to justify our choice. That this is indeed the 
theorems of Section 4. 
t R be a regular ring. The regular closure of R[x], denoted by 
izing at the multiplicative set S of non-zero divisors of R[x]. 
consists (of equivalence classes) of ordered pairs, (f’g) of 
n and multiplication defined, respectively, by (f, g) + 
‘, gg’) and 01; g) l (f ‘, g’) = W’, gg’); further, (f, g) = (f ‘, g’) 
such tht g”(fg’ -f ‘g) = 0. We use upper-case l tters, F, 4, etc., 
to denote elemen& of R(x). Often we denote (1, g) by f/g. 
are, perhaps, abusing the term closure as not every ring has a regular 
The regular closure for the class of * -rings was defined in [14]; for R 
regular closure of R[x] in [14] coincides with the above definition. 
. Let R b2 a regular ring, let F E R(x) 62 represented by the pair 
g), where g = b0 + 6,x + l l l + 6,x”. Then: 
there k some i such that b,(p) # 0; and 
i > 0 v 0 :’ 6i). 
R(x) cat2 be represented in Sh(X(R)) by the sheaf @x) such that for all 
p E W[R ), (qx)), == R,(x) (the field of r&or&al functions over RP). 
set C such that for all q E C, g4 = 0. Let e be the 
t associated to C. Then eg = 0 but e#O and g#O; i.e., g is a zero 
y, if g is a zero divisor, there exists h E R[x] such that h # 0 and 
) such that hP +O and (gh)(p) = gPhP = 0. But 
= 0. Assertions (1) and (2) easily 
must first show that B(R) = 
e (f, g) E B(R(x)). If f = f2 we derive 
t f =g so (f, 9) = (1, 1). 
hose stalks are 
the kernel of the obvious map 
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In [4] van den Dries constructed the real regular hull of R[x] but was unable 
generalize the Artin-Schreier theorem to this ring. In Section 4 we show how to 
do this; here, we show that the real regular hull of R[x] is simply R(x). 
. me real regular hull fi of a ring R is a real regular ring containing 
R as a subring such that each morphism from R into a real regular ring S can be 
uniquely extended to a morphism of fi into S. 
The description in [4] of a T-regular hull for a theory T consisting of universal 
sentences in the language of rings suggested to us that the following was true. 
3.3. Let R be a regular f-ring. Then $]= R(x). 
First we observe that if R is regular-f, then Rp is an ordered field, 
Consequently R,(x) is an ordered field, hence is formally real as a ring, so 
satisfies the property 
Vrl, . . . , r, E R,(x) f, rf = 0 + ii\ (c = 0)). 
i=l i=l 
Since RJx) = (qx)), , we may conclude 
Vrl, . . . , =O+ A (1;=0)}] =X(R). 
i=l 
Consequently r.x) is formally real. 
It remains to show that R(x) has the required mapping property. Let S be a 
real regular ring and m : R[x]+ S a ring morphism. Define M : R(x)* S by 
((f9 g)) = m(f) @k>) w h ere s’ denotes the quasi-inverse of s. We must show 
t M is a well-defined ring morphism. To do this, we must first show that if 
f E R[x] is a non-zero divisor, then m(f) is a non-zero divisor of T; then, since T 
is regular, m(f) is a unit of T so (m(f))’ = (m(j))-‘. We argue by contradiction. 
Suppose f E R[x] is a non-zero divisor and m(f) is a zero divisor. Consequently, 
there is p E X(T) such that (m(f& = 0. Since R[x],-Q,) is embedded in Tp, this 
implies that fp = 0. But this forces f to be a zero divisor, a contradiction. Let 
(e, f )9 bit* h) E R(x)9 such that (e, f) = (g, h). Then there is a non-zero divisor 
s E R[x] such that seh = sgf. Using the fact that for a regular ring S and sl, s2 E S, 
(S&) = s;s;, it is routine to show that if seh = sgf, then 
thus M is a well-defined map. The proof that M preserves 
also routine. Finally, to show M uniquely extends m, suppose fi is 3 second map, 
h : R(x)+ S, such that n;! extends m. Then 
((G f )I= ((e, a)(L f 1) = N(e, 1 
= m(e)ni((f, I)-‘) = m(e)( 
= m@)(m(f 1)’ = 
W.A. Cad 
over 
lbert conjectured that rational functions over Q which were 
here defined) were in fact equal to a sum of squared rational 
Schreier introduced the notion of real field, 
how the condition of reality is connected the existence of an 
and proved the Artin-Schreie rem. In 1927, Artin 
jecture and showed that it he1 uniquely orderable, 
McKenna [ 121 completely characterized those 
bert conjecture held, proving, along the way, two 
defmite functions. In [S] versions of all these 
using formally intuitionistic logic; consequently 
ere we list these theorems, and then show how they 
ngs. First we give a notational shorthand which will 
statements of the theorems; we restrict ourselates to 
ons in one indeterminate through the theorems hold in many 
indeterminates. 
Let X be a topological space, let R, R’ be Lo-structures in Sh(X) and 
let i : l?L 8’ be a sheaf morphism which satisfies the axioms TOE. By the 
expression J? is uptiquely order-able we shall mean 
ression a is Archimedian we shall mean 
y the expression w is dense in 8’ we shall mean 
.SER’{r~S~3tEa(r>tAt>s)}]=x. 
n F we mean a pair of strings of global elements of k, say 
b,, such that 
is by F E Rx). By tI_c expression F is positive definite on l? we 
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(where a 2 b abbreviates a > b v a = b). Finally, if we let 
Cld = ak bij l bije 
(k+Ci (jtj’))=d i 
and if we let 
czJ= 
i k+Ci (j+j')=d (0 
then by the expression F has a sum of squares representation ver I? we mean 
[ V 3a,-j, b,ER (IciwIA(V(bi~>OVO>bij) A ~cld=c-))]=X* 
n<o OSjSn i j 
This last expression asserts that there exist F,, . . . , F, E REX) such that F = 
EyEI Ff for some integer IS. (Let F =f/g, I$ =J/gi, note that F = Crzl FT iff 
f @=g$ (ff 
and then represent J and b. by strings aio, ail, . . . , ain; bio, bil, . . . , bin.) 
leave to the reader the task of writing out the fomulas which express that there 
exist cl, . . . , c, E If, F1 . . . , F, E I?@) SUCK that ci 2 0 for all i and F = Cyzl CiF?; 
the expression so cre ed will be denoted by F has a weak sum of squares 
representation ver R. 
The following theorems are immediate from [g]: 
(Ar+in-Schreier Theorem in Sh(X)). Let I?- I?’ be an LO-2 
structure in Sh(X) such that I?- Rf E T-7. Then for all F E REX), F is positive 
definite on R’ iff F haq a weak sum of squares representation over I?. 
(Artin’s Theorem in Sh(X)). Let R be an LO-structure in Sh(X) such 
that I? b TO. If I? is uniquely orderable and Archimedian, then for all F E ax), F is 
positive definite on I? iff F has a sum of squares representation over R. 
(McKenna (1) for Sh(X)). Let I?+ 8’ be an LO-strucure in Sh(X) 
such that R--R’!= If R is dense in I?‘, then for all F E I@$, if F is positive 
definite on R, then is positive definite on R I. 
cKenna (2) for Sh(X)). Let I? + I? be an l&structure in Sh(X) 
such that I?+ I?’ b T-T. If I? is dense in I?‘, then for all F E Rx), if F is positive 
definite on R, then F has a weak sum of squares representation over R. 
enna (3) for Sh(x)). Let ’ be an &structure in Sh( 
such that I?- I?’ I= T-y. Suppose further that R is uniquely orderable and dense 
‘. Then for all F E if F is positive definite on I?, then F has a sum of 
res representation v
W.A. MacWl 
Let R be a regular f-ring order-embedded in the regular f-ring R’ 
say F is positive definite on R’ iff for all r E R’, if F(r) is 
that any F E R(x) is given by pair of polynomials f, g such that 
), g,, # 0. F(r) is therefore not defined iff there exists p E X(R’) 
It is easy to show that F 2~ positive definite on R’ iff for 2ll 
definite on RL. The positive definite functions of [4] are 
ch that for all I E R’, F(r) 2 0; these therefore constitute a 
at of Definition 4.1. 
ier Theorem for regular f-rings). Let R be a regular 
ure and order extension of R and l? E R(x). Then F is positive 
F,, . . . , FNeR(x), cl, . . . , cN E R such that for each 
Let F be represented by the polynomials f 2nd g where f = a0 + alx + 
--+a& g=b,+b,x+ l l - + b# and for 2ll p E X(R), gP # 0. Then 
[Q (b,>OVO>bi)] =X(R). i=l d 
e denote the adjoint pair induced by the monomorphism R+ R’ by g* ig,, 
n the left exactness of g* assures us that 
g(b,>OV O>b,)]. k=X(R’). 
* 
implies g’w I= To. Since R’ is a re21 closure of R, we know that for each 
‘) there are al,. . . , a, E R (= m s rg’l’?) such that rn + a#-’ + 
-+-an = 0. Globals generate, so we conclude 
v 3a,,...,a,,Eg*l?(r”+a,r”-‘+-•+a,=O) =X(R’). nco 
ow that for 211 r E I%’ 2nd for all p E X(R’), 
lobals generate, so 
2 b/=Ov i airi b,r’aO =X(R’); 
i=l i=l i=l 11 
sitive definite on R’. y Theorem 4.1, we know there is 2 weak sum 
epresentation for F over g*l?. la expressing “there is 2 
for F over g*R” is coherent so, the 
at there is 2 weak sum of ares 
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representation for F over R. odifying Example 2.1 appropriately, we deduce 
that there exist polynomials aio + ailx + l l l + aiNxN, gi = bio + bilx + l l l + 
biNxN and Ci E R, 1 s i s IV, such that for each i, and each p E X(R), ci 2 0, and 
p)#O and, finally, that f l nigf=g l CL, tiff. ) g’. Dividing through by 
i gf we conclude that f/g = CEl ci f f/g;. The proo now complete. Cl 
The following corollary answers the question posed in [4]. 
Let R be a regular f-ring, and let T be a regular f-extension of R 
which ic a red;1 closed atomless regular ring. Let F E R^[x] (the real regular hull of 
REX]) such that for all t i T, F(t) Z= 0. Then there exist F,, . . . , FN E qx], 
Cl, l l l 9 cN E R such that for each i, Ci 2 0 and F = CL, ciFf. 
If T is a regular f-emtension of R, then there is an order preserving 
monomorphism j : R + T. Since T is real closed we know from [4] that there is an 
idempotent invariant real closure of R, call it R’, such that R is a subring of R’, 
and R ’ is a regular f-subring of T. CaH these embeddings il : R + R ’ and 
i2: R’+ T. We know i2 preserves the order; that iI preserves the order follows 
from the observations that izil = j and j is order preserving. Thus R * 8’ F Tm. 
s]= R(x), so, since F is positive definite on T (and therefore on R’) the proof 
follows frem the above theorem. 
. (l)LetRbearing,r~Randn~N.Thenwewrite 
(a) -(r=O) iff for allpEX(R), r,#O, 
and 
(b) -(char R = n) iif for all p E X(R), characteristic RP # n. 
(2) A regular f-ring R is called uniquel,, orderable iff -(char R = 2) and for all 
r E R, if - (r = 0) then there is e E B(R) and r,, . . . , r,, E R such that 
er = e 2 rf and - (1 - e)r = (1 - e) 2 rf. 
i=l i=l 
3. Let R, R’ be regular f - rings such that R’ is an order extension of 
R. Then R is dense in R’ iff for a!1 r, s E R’, if r 2 s and (r - s) is invertible, then 
there exists t E R such that r > t, t 2 s and both (r - t) and (t - s) are invertible. 
Let R be a regular f-ring. Then R is Archimedian iff for every 
r E R there is in integer n such that 
n.l>r where n l 1= l+l+. l l 
v 
n-times 
.‘7 (Artin’s Theorem for regular f-rings). Let R be a uniquely orderable 
an regular f-ring. Then for all F E R(x), if R is positive definite on 
then there exist FI, . . . , &E R(x) such that F = CL, F:. 
A. MacCault 
Take r E R, and suppose [r=O]a= C. If ec is the 
define a global element i of R by i = eJ + (1 - e&z 
tion 4.2 there exist e E B(R) and rl, . . . , r, E R such 
rf and -(l-e)i=(l-e&f. 
i=l 
s generate so, we conclude 
E *=g*+*= =X(R). 
i=l 
+ 1 is equivalent o characteristic k # 2; consequently, 
plies [ I+ I= 0 3 1115 = X(R). Hence I? is uniquely orderable. 
the fact that global sections generate we can easily 
implies I? Archimedian. Globals generate so F is 
By application of Theorem 4.2 we know F has a sum of 
r I?. An argument like that in Theorem 4.6 gives us the 
enna (1) for regular f-rings). Let R be a regular f -rirtg order 
an idempotent invariant real closure of R such that R is dense in 
F E R(x), if F is positive de@ite on R, then F is positive definite 
Clearly, R- 8’ b Te. We wish to show R is dense in I?‘. Let r, s E II!?. 
partition property and T0 we know that [r > s]~# = C, a clopen set. Define 
= r, if p E C, & =I if p$C and &=sP if pEC, 
[i %I,. = X(R’), and by the aside in subsection 2.5 we 
- d is invertible. So, by Definition 4.4 there exists t E R such that 
both (r -s) and (t-s) are invertible. This implies that 
= X(R’); whence [r > t]i. 2 C and [t > SIR* 2 C. Globals gen- 
erate so we conclude I? is dense in R’. TLe rest of the proof follows like the 
*_horems 4.6 and 4.7, using Theorem 4.3. 0 
statement 0 
dition that R’ be idempotent invariant can be dropped from the 
eorem 4.8; if g : R - R’ is the order embedding, we use the 
ection properties of g*, as used in Theorem 4.6. 
s of this section are the regular f-ring versions of 
e leave their proofs to the reader. 
enna (2) for regular f-rings). Let R be a regular f-ring order 
ure. k’f R is dense in R ’ , then for all F E 
n R, then thereexist F,, . . . , FNER(x) and cl,. . . 
Pdtive de@ite functions ovsp .pegular f -rings 257 
e Q regular f-ring order 
and dense in R’, then 
such that F = CE, Ff. 
, then there exist I$, . . . , FN E R(x) 
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